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Abstract: 71Ga and69Ga single-crystal NMR spectra of aâ-Ga2O3 twin have been analyzed in terms of the
71Ga/69Ga quadrupole coupling and chemical shielding anisotropy (CSA) interactions. Analyses of the
magnitudes and orientations of the interaction tensors for the two distinct crystallographic gallium sites in the
two twin crystals resulted in accurate values for the parameters describing the quadrupole coupling and CSA
tensors. Moreover, it has been possible to determine the actual twin-law of our sample crystal. Along with
a recent71Ga single-crystal NMR investigation of YGG, this work shows that gallium CSA generally has to
be taken into account in addition to the dominant quadrupole coupling interaction.

Introduction

Solid-state gallium (71Ga/69Ga) NMR is becoming an increas-
ingly important tool in structural studies related to gallium
chemistry, e.g., of gallium-containing zeolites and minerals.1

In particular 71Ga MAS and static NMR of powder samples
have been used since the71Ga isotope is easier to approach than
its 69Ga partner because of the higher Larmor frequency and
smaller quadrupole moment for71Ga. From these studies71Ga
isotropic chemical shifts and in some cases also71Ga quadrupole
coupling parameters have been determined. Furthermore, a
recent71Ga single-crystal NMR study of the garnet Y3Ga5O12

(YGG)2 has demonstrated that71Ga may generally exhibit the
tensorial interactions from not only the quadrupole coupling but
also the anisotropic chemical shielding. Obviously this adds
to the complexity of the experimental spectra and their analysis
but also to the avaliable potential information characterizing
the gallium sites.

â-Ga2O3 is a transparent conducting oxide, and its potential
applications in optoelectronic devices have recently been
investigated.3 Moreover, this material exhibits a free electron
memory effect that results in a hysteresis of the conduction
electron spin resonance depending on the magnetic field sweep
direction.4 A polycrystalline sample ofâ-Ga2O3 has recently
been investigated by71Ga/69Ga MAS and static NMR of the

central (m ) 1/2 T -1/2) transitions.5 This material has
tetrahedral (GaIV) and octahedral (GaVI) sites, and quadrupole
coupling constants (CQ’s) ranging from 8 to 18 MHz were
determined for the two isotopes (71GaVI: CQ ) 8.3 MHz and
69GaIV: CQ ) 17.5 MHz). In the presence of such large
quadrupole coupling interactions it becomes difficult to record
spectra of polycrystalline samples without severe intensity
distortions of the broad powder pattern resulting from the
second-order broadening of the central transition (width of∼1
MHz at 7.1 T). To overcome this problem the static69Ga
spectrum was obtained by summation of several subspectra
acquired by using different carrier frequencies.5

In the presence of large anisotropic interactions single-crystal
NMR spectroscopy has recently proven of great advantage in
studies of quadrupolar nuclei.6 The reason is that single-crystal
NMR is not sensitive at all to the intensity distortions caused
by imperfect excitation because the technique relies only on
the frequencies and not intensities for the discrete narrow
resonances. This is in contrast to the undistorted line shape
required for analysis of the normally quite featureless static
powder spectra. The excellent performance of single-crystal
NMR in such cases has been demonstrated in a recent87Rb
single-crystal NMR study of the two rubidium sites for Rb2-
CrO4,6 a material investigated as a powder by a variety of solid-
state NMR techniques. However, all the powder methods were
only able to successfully characterize one of the two rubidium
sites.6

This work describes a71Ga and69Ga single-crystal NMR
investigation ofâ-Ga2O3. The spectra are analyzed in terms
of the magnitudes and orientations of the quadrupole coupling
and chemical shielding anisotropy (CSA) tensors yielding
accurate values for the parameters describing these two interac-
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tions for the two crystallographic gallium sites. During the
course of the investigation we discovered that ourâ-Ga2O3

crystal is a twin. While twinning usually leads to problems in
X-ray diffraction we demonstrate that twin crystals may in
certain cases be taken into advantage in single-crystal NMR
studies. All71Ga and69Ga resonances from the two twins are
observed. These resonances result not only in two independent
sets of data but more importantly, from the data it has been
possible to derive the orientation of theâ-Ga2O3 unit cell
(relative to the frame of the goniometer) and also the actual
twin-law from the relative orientation of the NMR tensors for
the two twins.

Experimental Section

A centimeter size colorless transparent crystal ofâ-Ga2O3 was grown
by melting and recrystallization according to the Verneuil method.7

The starting powder, purchased from Metal-Europe, was 99.99% pure.
From the original crystal, a smaller sample (size∼2 × 2 × 7 mm3)
was cut out and glued onto a dovetail tenon (T) that fits into the
goniometer of our home-built single-crystal NMR probe.8 This design
allows rotation of the crystal about the following three orthogonal
axes: -xT, yT, and-zT. The rotation about a particular axis is fully
automated and is controlled by the SUN Sparc 10/30 host computer of
the spectrometer via a home-built interface that ensures a high accuracy
((0.1°) for the angular setting.9 The71Ga and69Ga single-crystal NMR
experiments were all performed on a Varian INOVA-400 spectrometer
at 121.94 and 95.95 MHz, respectively. Single-pulse excitation (τp )
2 µs for γB1/2π ) 55 kHz) was employed for both isotopes along with
an optimized relaxation delay of 2 s, 512/1024 scans, and a spectral
width of 500 kHz/2 MHz for71Ga/69Ga. For both isotopes 21 spectra
were recorded for each rotation axis following an incrementation in
the rotation angle (θ) of 9°. Isotropic chemical shifts (δiso) are in ppm
relative to an external 1.0 M solution of Ga(NO3)3.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the71Ga and69Ga single-crystal NMR spectra
of the central transitions recorded for rotation about the-xT

axis. The spectra for each isotope exhibit almost the same
dependence on the rotation angle (θ). However, the71Ga
resonances span∼250 kHz while the69Ga resonances span
∼750 kHz because of the larger quadrupole moment for this
isotope. The typical line widths are 2.5-4 and 3-5 kHz for
the71Ga and69Ga resonances, respectively. For each spectrum
a maximum of four resolved central transition resonances with
relative intensities of approximately 1:1:2:2 are observed. The
assignment of these resonances to four different gallium sites
is accomplished by the software packageASICS(Analysis of
Single-Crystal Spectra) recently developed in our laboratory.9

In the high-field and secular approximations the resonance
frequency for the central transition, influenced by the combined
effect of second-order quadrupolar shift and CSA, is given by
the equation

whereR ()-xT, yT, or -zT) is the axis of rotation. Explicit
expressions for the coefficientsMR are given elsewhere.10 The

quadrupole coupling and CSA tensors are described by the
parameters

where the principal axis elementsARR
σ,Pσ ) -δRR and ARR

Q,PQ )
eQ/(2I(2I - 1)h)VRR are defined in the order

with Pλ denoting the principal axis frame for the interactionλ.
The relative orientation of Pσ and PQ is described by the Euler
angles (ψ, ø, ê) according to the previous definition.10

The observation of four distinct resonances in the experi-
mental spectra is inconsistent with the monoclinic crystal
symmetry ofâ-Ga2O3 (space groupC2/m, No. 12).11 According
to the crystal structure there should be only two (equally
populated) gallium sites, namely the GaIV and the GaVI sites,
each resulting in one resonance in the single-crystal spectra.
The results of a preliminary analysis of the spectra in terms of
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Figure 1. 71Ga (a) and69Ga (b) single-crystal NMR spectra showing
the region of the central transitions for the twinâ-Ga2O3 crystal. Both
sets of spectra are recorded for rotation about the-xT axis.
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the 71Ga and69Ga quadrupole coupling parameters and the
isotropic chemical shifts for the four sites are listed in Table 1.
Error limits are calculated as 95% confidence intervals for the
individual parameters12 according to the procedure described
elsewhere.9 The quadrupole coupling parameters indicate the
presence of only two crystallographically different gallium sites,
since the parameters for the four sites are pairwise identical
within error limits. The crystallographically equivalent but
magnetically nonequivalent sites show relative intensities of
approximately 1:2 in the spectra, suggesting that our sample
crystal actually consists of two single crystals with relative
volumes of 1:2.

The orientations of the principal elements,VRR, with respect
to the tenon frame are readily determined from diagonalization
of the quadrupole coupling tensors. We note that theVyy

element for the GaIV site and theVxx element for the GaVI site
within each crystal are parallel. This is good agreement with
the monoclinicâ-Ga2O3 crystal structure in which the GaIV and
GaVI positions are located on a mirror plane perpendicular to
the b axis.11 As usual, this implies that one of the principal
elements of the NMR tensors should be perpendicular to the
mirror plane, i.e., parallel to theb axis in this case.13 Thereby
we have verified the local mirror-plane symmetry of the two
gallium sites, and moreover, the orientation of the crystal-
lographic b axis with respect to the tenon frame has been
determined for each of the two crystals, i.e., theb axis is aligned
along theVyy (GaIV) andVxx (GaVI) elements. It is noted that
the Vyy (GaIV) andVxx (GaVI) elements for the two crystals of
relative volume 1:2 are parallel, and therefore the crystal-
lographicb axes for the two crystals are also parallel.

In the early X-ray structure study ofâ-Ga2O3 it was
mentioned that this material is likely to grow twin crystals.11 A
detailed investigation of the twinning and morphology of
â-Ga2O3 describing all possible twin-laws was performed by
Wolten and Chase,14 who, however, claimed the crystal sym-
metry to be triclinic (space groupP1) rather than monoclinic.
Most importantly, theâ-Ga2O3 morphology study14 showed the
presence of type{001} faces in all of more than 100 crystals
investigated, and the size of the these faces was always larger
than all other faces of the crystals.14 Our â-Ga2O3 crystal has
the shape of an irregular polyhedron, however, with one face
being considerably larger than all other faces. Using the results
of the morphology study14 we assume that this face is of type
{001}. This assumption is fully supported by the observation
that the [001] axis (i.e., the axis normal to the (001) plane) is

approximately perpendicular to theVyy (GaIV) and Vxx (GaVI)
elements and thereby to theb axis in accordance with the crystal
structure.

If the two crystals in our sample are twins they should
somehow be related to each other by symmetry.14 By investiga-
tion of the orientation of theVzzelements (which are determined
with the highest accuracy) for the GaIV and GaVI sites in the
two crystals we find that thesamesymmetry axis (e.g.,C2 axis
or an axis normal to a mirror plane) relates theVzz elements
from the two crystals for both the GaIV and GaVI sites. This
symmetry axis is perpendicular to theb axis and, most
importantly, also perpendicular to the (001) face and thereby
parallel to thec* axis. This shows that the two crystals are
related by aC2 axis along the crystallographicc* axis or by a
mirror plane perpendicular to this axis. A very common twin-
law in â-Ga2O3 crystals matches this requirement. This is the
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For simplicity we use the unit cell and nomenclature of Geller11 and have
translated the face and twin-law assignment given in the triclinic unit cell
accordingly.

Table 1. 71Ga/69Ga Quadrupole Coupling Parameters (CQ, ηQ),
Isotropic Chemical Shifts (δIso), and Relative Intensities for the Four
Magnetically Nonequivalent Gallium Sites in the Twinâ-Ga2O3

Crystal

isotope site CQ (MHz) ηQ δiso (ppm) intensity
71Ga GaIV 11.05( 0.04 0.884( 0.009 199( 3 1

11.05( 0.05 0.878( 0.010 196( 4 2
GaVI 8.13( 0.07 0.148( 0.017 25( 4 1

8.08( 0.08 0.158( 0.019 20( 4 2

69Ga GaIV 17.58( 0.16 0.854( 0.020 244( 33 1
17.69( 0.11 0.843( 0.015 238( 24 2

GaVI 13.11( 0.13 0.139( 0.019 32( 19 1
13.13( 0.12 0.133( 0.019 37( 17 2

Figure 2. Rotation plots of the71Ga (a, b) and69Ga (c, d) resonances
observed and assigned to the GaIV (a, c) and GaVI (b, d) sites. The
solid lines represent curves calculated by eqs 1 and 4 with use of the
optimized parameters in Table 2. Squares/circles indicate the resonances
that originate from the larger/smaller of the two twins.
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so-called (001)m law14 which expresses that the two twins are
related by a mirror plane perpendicular to thec* ([001]) axis.
This allows us to conclude that ourâ-Ga2O3 crystal is a twin
where the two twins are related by the (001)m twin-law.

The postulate of Wolten and Chase14 that â-Ga2O3 should
be triclinic with space groupP1 is, however, inconsistent with
the present NMR results. This reduction of the crystal symmetry
implies the presence of two crystallographically inequivalent
GaVI and GaIV sites of equal population and without any local
mirror-plane symmetry, whereas the monoclinic crystal structure
implies only one tetrahedral and one octahedral site. The latter
is consistent with our observation in the single-crystal spectra
of only one GaIV and one GaVI site within each twin crystal.
This combined with our observation of local mirror-plane
symmetry at the gallium sites makes it unlikely that the crystal
has the triclinic crystal symmetry. It has also been pointed out
by Geller15 that the symmetry ofâ-Ga2O3 is most likely
monoclinic with space groupC2/m.

A combined analysis of all resonances originating from two
crystallographically equivalent but magnetically nonequivalent
gallium sites (i.e., one from each of the two crystals) results in
the optimized71Ga and69Ga quadrupole coupling and CSA
parameters in Table 2. Figure 2 shows rotation plots of the
resonances from all four magnetically nonequivalent gallium
sites for the71Ga and69Ga spectra (the squares/circles indicate
the resonances originating from the larger/smaller crystal) along
with the solid lines that are calculated by using the optimized
parameters from Table 2. It is not possible to obtain accurate
values for the69Ga CSA because of the very large69Ga
quadrupole coupling constants. Therefore, the71Ga CSA
parameters have been employed in the optimizations of the69-
Ga quadrupole coupling parameters. The requirement that the
CSA tensors must have one principal element parallel to theb
axis(Vide supra)is fulfilled for the GaVI site by the Euler angles
ø, ê ) 90°, 0° which are within the error limits. On the other
hand, the optimizations of71Ga quadrupole coupling and CSA
parameters for the GaIV site are quite insensitive toward variation
of the Euler anglesψ andê. However, the above requirement
of the crystal structure may be fulfilled byψ ) mπ/2 andê )
nπ (m, n ) 0 or 1). Individual simulations of all combinations
for n andm gives the smaller root-mean-square value withψ
) ê ) 0° for the GaIV site.

Figure 3 shows the orientation of the quadrupole coupling
and CSA tensors with respect to the molecular frame. The
assignment of the two pairs of tensor orientations to each of
the two twins cannot be determined by analysis of the NMR
parameters. Therefore, this assignment has been performed on
the basis of the orientation of the electric field gradient (EFG)
tensor as calculated by an electrostatic point-monopole model.16

This calculation only includes oxygen atoms in the first

coordination sphere using effective oxygen charges determined
from the Ga-O bond valences.17,18

With the large69Ga quadrupole coupling constant of GaIV

(CQ ) 17.6 MHz) it is questionable if the high-field approxima-
tion (HZ . HQ, Hσ) is valid. Therefore, the analysis of this
site has been carried directly by diagonalization of the effective
Hamiltonian,Heff ) HZ + HQ + Hσ, which may be expressed
in the |m〉 basis according to the matrix

whereν0 is the Larmor frequency and L refers to a laboratory
fixed frame in which the magnetic field is aligned along thez
axis. Performing the calculation with this approach, however,
yields only small changes (a few percent) to the69Ga quadrupole
coupling parameters compared to those obtained with the high-
field approximation (eq 1).

Since the71Ga and69Ga isotopes reside in identical environ-
ments we predict that the two EFG tensors, determined from
the71Ga and69Ga quadrupole coupling parameters, are identical.
Table 3 shows the principal elements (VRR) of the EFG tensors
for the GaIV and GaVI sites, and indeed we observe a very good

(15) Geller, S.J. Solid State Chem.1977, 20, 209.

(16) Koller, H.; Engelhardt, G.; Kentgens, A. P. M.; Sauer, J.J. Phys.
Chem.1994, 98, 1544.
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(18) Brown, I. D.; Aldermatt, D.Acta Crystallogr.1985, B41, 244.

Table 2. 71Ga/69Ga Quadrupole Couplings (CQ, ηQ), Chemical Shielding Anisotropies (δσ, ησ), Isotropic Chemical Shifts (δIso), and Relative
Orientations of the Quadrupole Coupling and CSA Tensors (Ψ, Ì, ê) for the GaIV and GaVI Sites

isotope site CQ (MHz) ηQ δiso (ppm) δσ (ppm) ησ ψ (deg) ø (deg) ê (deg) ref
71Ga GaIV 11.20( 0.03 0.844( 0.007 196.4( 1.6 -33 ( 5 0.1( 0.2 0a 4 ( 4 0a this work

11.0 0.85b 200b 5
GaVI 8.34( 0.03 0.094( 0.008 25( 1 37( 3 0.73( 0.18 0( 20 88( 3 -2 ( 17 this work

8.3 0.08b 40b 5
69Ga GaIV 17.71( 0.09 0.854( 0.013 240( 20c -33a 0.1a 0a 4a 0a this workc

17.5 0.85b 200b 5
GaVI 13.21( 0.08 0.123( 0.012 38( 12 37a 0.73a 0a 88a -2a this work

13.4 0.08b 40b 5

a Parameter fixed during optimization (see text).b Parameters determined from a multifield (7.1 and 11.7 T) and multinuclear (71Ga and69Ga)
analysis.c Simulations of this site employ direct diagonalization of the effective Hamiltonian given in eq 4.

Figure 3. Projection of the monoclinicâ-Ga2O3 unit cell (Z ) 2) onto
theac plane, i.e., the mirror plane in which the GaIV and GaVI sites are
located is the plane of the paper. The orientations of the quadrupole
coupling and CSA principal elements with respect to the crystal frame
are shown for the two sites.
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agreement between the EFG tensor determined from the71Ga
and69Ga quadrupole coupling parameters.

A recent71Ga and69Ga spin-echo NMR investigation of a
polycrystallineâ-Ga2O3 sample reported the quadrupole cou-
pling parameters and isotropic chemical shifts for the two
isotopes as obtained from multifield analyses of the overlapping
powder line shapes for the two sites from static and MAS
spectra.5 These parameters are listed in Table 2 for comparison
with the present results. There is generally a good agreement
between the present parameters determined from single-crystal
NMR and those of the static/MAS investigation. However, the
parameters of the present work appear to be determined with a
higher degree of accuracy.

Conclusion

Investigations of aâ-Ga2O3 crystal by71Ga and69Ga single-
crystal NMR spectroscopy have resulted in accurate71Ga and
69Ga quadrupole coupling and CSA parameters and have
demonstrated that ourâ-Ga2O3 crystal is a twin. For each twin
two crystallographically distinct gallium sites, each with local
mirror plane symmetry, are observed. The twinning yields two
pairs of interaction tensors which allow a determination of the
relevant twin-law for ourâ-Ga2O3 crystal. Our results support
the monoclinic crystal symmetry ofâ-Ga2O3 while the proposed
triclinic symmetry is inconsistent with our observation of only
one GaIV and one GaVI site. The gallium CSA parameters
determined here and the71Ga CSA parameters for YGG
demonstrate that spectral effects caused by the CSA interaction
are generally present in71Ga NMR.
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Table 3. Principal Elements of the Electric Field Gradient
Tensors for the GaIV and GaVI Sites Determined from the71Ga and
69Ga Quadrupole Coupling Parametersa

site isotope Vzz [1021 V/m2] Vyy [1021 V/m2] Vxx [1021 V/m2]

GaIV
71Ga 4.373( 0.012 -0.341( 0.016 -4.032( 0.016
69Ga 4.36( 0.02 -0.32( 0.03 -4.04( 0.03

GaVI
71Ga 3.256( 0.012 -1.475( 0.014 -1.781( 0.014
69Ga 3.25( 0.02 -1.425( 0.02 -1.825( 0.02

a The EFG principal elements are calculated by eq 2 with use of the
following values for the quadrupole moments:Q ) 1.06× 10-29 m2

(71Ga) andQ ) 1.68× 10-29 m2 (69Ga).
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